Welcome to Edition 121 of the Unifrog Gazette

This week: become an expert in what our UK uni search tool can do, a guide to help students practise self-care, and there's still time to join our awesome team...

Making the most out of Unifrog: helping students find their perfect university course
We're running a webinar on how to make the most out of the jewel in the Unifrog plaform our UK university search tool.
The webinar will give you pro tips on how to support students in their research. We'll show
you some cool new features of the tool, plus how to track what students have done, and
how to send them comments.
> When? Thursday 20 May @ 16:00 (UK)
> Book here
Resource of the week: What's your dream job?
Designed for KS3, students explore what their 'dream' jobs are, and also become familiar
with using the Careers library.
> Check out the resource here
Know-how library guide of the week
'5 ways to practise self-care on a budget' gives students wallet-friendly tips to help them
improve their overall wellbeing.
> Here's the guide on our blog
This is one of more than 700 guides for students that make up the Know-how library. Students get to this tool from their homepage; there are guides covering topics ranging from
wellbeing, to being a good citizen, to progression.

Pearson Business School launches 'More than a degree' undergraduate prospectus

Pearson Business School have launched a new prospectus highlighting how they aim to
deliver 'more than a degree' on their undergraduate programmes (which include subjects like Marketing, Management, Finance and Entrepreneurship).
The uniqueness of their offer derives from things like:
- their 'Talent Develpment' programme which builds employability skills;
- the network of industry professionals they've created around their courses;
- the fact that theirs is a small and friendly community.
> Download the new prospectus here

The University of Portsmouth HE Advisers' Conference

The University of Portsmouth's HE Advisers' conference has the theme, 'Future Ready:
Passing the Baton of Student Success' - it's based on the idea that the university aims to
keep going with the great work you have done for students.
There will be sessions on wellbeing, like 'Building resilience and wellbeing for university
and beyond', on careers guidance, like 'Meeting the Gatsby benchmarks in a digital environment', and on the logistics of university applications, like 'Student finance: overcoming the barriers'.
> When: 9 and 10 June
> More information and book here

